PEL DEN TSA WAI LA MA RIN PO CHE
Glorious and precious Root Guru

DAG GI CHI WOR PE DAI DEN ZHUG LA
who sits on a lotus-moon seat on the crown of my head,

KA DRIN CHEN POI GO NE JE ZUNG TE
through your great kindness, having taken me as your disciple,

KU SUNG THUG KYI NGÖ DRUB TSEL DU SÖL
grant me the accomplishments of the Body, Speech and Mind [of the Buddhas].

*SANG GYE CHÖ DANG TSOG KYI CHOG NAM LA
I go for refuge until enlightenment to the Buddha,

JANG CHUB BAR DU DAG NYI KYAB SÚ CHI
Dharma, and Supreme Assembly. May I, through the merit gained by generosity and so on, accomplish Buddhahood for the sake of all beings. (Repeat three times from *)

DAG GYI JI BAY SÖ NAM KYI

DRO LA PEN CHIR SANG GYE DRUB PAR SHOG
HUNG

OR GYEN YUL GYI NUB JANG TSHAM
On the northwest border of the country of Uddiyana,
PEMA GE SAR DONG PO LA
on the pollen bed of a lotus flower,
YA TSHEN CHOG GI NGO DRUB NYE
endowed with the most marvelous realization,

PEMA JUNG NE ZHE SU DRAG
you are renowned as the Lotus-Born,
KHOR DU KHAN DRO MANG PO KOR
and are surrounded by your circle of many dakinis.

KIHYE KYI JE SU DAG DRUB KYI
Following after you, perfecting myself.
JIN GYI LOB CHIR SHEG SU SOL
I pray that you will come and bless me.

NE CHOG DI RU JIN PHOB LA
Please shower this excellent place with your blessings.

DRUB CHOG DAG LA WANG ZHI KUR
Please grant the four empowerments
to this excellent accomplisher.

GEG DANG LOG DREN BAR CHE SOL
Please dispel obstacles, interruptions,
and the heretical [perverted] views.
CHOG DANG THÜN MONG NGO DRUB TSÖL
OM AH HUNG BEDZRA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG
Please bestow both the general and excellent siddhis.

SARWA SIDDHI PHA LA HUNG AH
HRI MHA RA RINISA RATSA HRI YA
TSHITA HRING HRING DZA DZA

GU RU KHAN DROI TSHOG CHE KYI
Lama and assembly of dakinis,

DAG CHAG MÖ PAI BU NAM LA
we who have aspiration to the
enlightenment of the spiritual sons:

LÜ LA KU YI JIN GYI LOB
Bless my body with your wisdom body.

NGAG LA SUNG GI JIN GYI LOB
Bless my speech with your wisdom speech.
YI LA THUG KYI JIN GYI LOB
Bless my mind with your wisdom mind.

WANG ZHI KUR WAR JIN GYI LOB
Bless [bestow] the four empowerments.

GYU ZHI DAG PAR JIN GYI LOB
By blessing, cleanse the four streams.

LAM ZHI JONG PAR JIN GYI LOB
By blessings, purify the four paths.

KU ZHI THOB PAR JIN GYI LOB
By your blessings may we obtain the four bodies.

OM AH HUNG BEDZRA GURU PEMA DHEWA
Dakini Kaya Abhikintsa OM

WAKA ABHIKINTSA AH
TSITTA ABHIKINTSA HUNG
SARWA ABHIKINTSA HRI
Om Ah Hung Benza Guru Pema Siddhi Hung.
Buddha of the three times, Guru Rimpache, endowed with all the Siddhis, the feet of great bliss, may all obstacles be removed and Mara be subdued.
We pray for your blessings.
May all outer, inner, and secret obstacles be allayed; may all our aims succeed through your blessings.
By this virtue may I quickly accomplish the state of Orgyen Pema; may I establish all beings without a single exception in that place.
E MA HO

NGO TSAR SANG GYE NANG WA THA YE DANG
YE SU JO WO THUG JAY CHEN PO DANG

Wonderful Buddha of Limitless Light, and to his right the Lord of Great Compassion, and to his left.

YON DU SEM PA THU CHEN THOB NAM LA
SANG GYE JANG SEM PAG MAY KOR GYI KOR
DAY KYI NGO TSAR PAG TU MAY PA YI
the Bodhisattva of Great Power, surrounded by Buddhas and Bodhisattvas measureless in number. Joy and happiness without limit in this land called Dewachen.

DAY WE CHEN SHAY JA WAY SHING KAM DIR
DAG NI DI NAY TSAY PO GYUR MA THAG
KYE WA SHEN GYI BAR MA CHO PA RU
May I be born there as soon as I pass from this life without taking birth anywhere else in the meantime.
DAY RU KAY NAY NANG ZHEL THONG SHOG
Having been born there, may I see Amitabha’s face. May the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the ten directions give their blessing that this wish expressed in this prayer

GEG MAY DRUB PAR JIN GYI LAB TU SOL
be accomplished without hindrance.
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